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Paying Executives for Driving Long-Term 
Success
By Pearl Meyer & Partners

Now that executive pay is irrevocably a public issue, there’s no shortage of advice and information 
available to compensation committees about how to improve the relationship between pay 
programs and shareholder returns . The advent of required say-on-pay votes three years ago has 
upped the stakes for boards, providing added impetus to directors to improve their understanding 
and oversight of all executive compensation programs, but especially performance-based 
incentives . 

That’s to the good . The problem is that so much guidance of late is predicated on classifications 
of “best” and “problematic” pay practices . Not surprisingly, the result has been widespread 
adoption of seemingly safe, one-size-fits-all pay structures demonstrated by formulaic analyses 
and check-the-box lists that have the desired optics to gain proxy advisory firm approval and result 
in successful say-on-pay votes . It’s generally assumed that deviating from those standards—such 
as exercising discretion to allow a bonus payout although performance fell short—is most likely a 
symptom of poor pay governance .

But sometimes, going outside the bounds of what is defined in the marketplace today as good 
practice is precisely the right thing to do . In doing so, however, committee members can expect 
to face deep skepticism from outside observers that can only be allayed by making the strongest 
possible case for how their decisions specifically support the types and levels of performance 
needed to drive the company’s long-term success . They must convince shareholders that over the 
long run, executives will be rewarded fairly and proportionately to what they achieve .

How? The often-overlooked key factor in effective pay for performance is context . The linkage 
of executive pay and shareholder value is not a one-shot accomplishment that is easily identified by 
a litmus test . Rather, it’s an overreaching philosophy that should be baked into all three elements 
of compensation decision making: diagnosing the problems to be solved; designing programs and 
processes; and delivering the desired results, including communicating them to concerned parties .
Adopting a more holistic approach to creating responsible and responsive executive pay programs 
puts compensation committees in a better position to tailor practices to their organizations’ 
particular culture, strategy, and business model . Equally important, it builds in flexibility to deviate 
if appropriate from popular standards and even their own program metrics to accommodate new 
strategies or unexpected circumstances . 

Diagnosis
The diagnosis challenges faced by the committee fall into two categories . One is how much and 
what forms of pay opportunity are required to attract and retain the talent needed to achieve the 
company’s objectives . The other, equally important need is choosing what performance metrics 
should be the basis for establishing actual payout opportunities . Both require analysis of internal 
and external sources of information that can yield unexpected and even counterintuitive results .
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The amounts of and vehicles for compensation opportunities are determined based on 
competitive market practice and what the company can afford . The committee should understand 
key internal considerations, including turnover; leadership talent needed to address current 
needs and meet future objectives; business and investment cycles in key businesses; and key 
features of the company’s culture (especially as they relate to decision making, risk taking, rewards 
distribution, and various aspects of team versus individual behaviors) .  

When we turn to the external dimension, we immediately encounter the concept of peer group 
selection—a time-consuming and controversial topic that gets far more external attention than it 
deserves . (Absolute pay levels generally get the most public scrutiny, even though the relationship 
of pay delivery to company performance should be paramount .) The purpose of the peer group is 
to provide the committee a basis for establishing target levels of pay and testing the reasonableness 
of potential pay opportunities relative to different levels of performance . They also provide much-
needed information on what competitive pay program structures look like, in terms of both how 
pay is earned and distributed over time, and how opportunity is apportioned across different 
vehicles (e .g ., annual bonus, stock option award, and/or retirement income) .  

In assembling a peer group, the committee should focus on choosing relevant companies with 
a reasonably clear similarity in terms of revenue, market capitalization, organization, structure, the 
complexity of technologies used, financial structure, and business cycles . A critical caveat, however, 
in the committee’s reliance on data based on a peer group—or from any other company—is that 
all compensation is ultimately contextual . That is, executive pay is just one of several interacting 
operational and reward systems that companies should use to drive results . Changes made to the 
workings of a compensation program can easily and unexpectedly affect another company system .  

For that reason, it’s critical that the committee consider internal and external sources of 
information in addition to just the peer group when establishing performance metrics and setting 
goals . These might include the company’s strategic plans, budgets, and/or annual operating plans . 
External analyses of peer performance over time generally will yield good data on what financial 
and operating measures are associated with various levels of total shareholder returns (TSRs) over 
time . The incentive compensation plan features, including performance measures of peers are 
useful to know, but the statistical tests of pay-for-performance relationships over time will be more 
useful and reliable than market prevalence . Most traded companies are covered by investment 
analysts, who are very open about what measures they use to predict future success in the race for 
strong shareholder returns .

Design
In approaching the design of executive compensation programs, compensation committees should 
keep three goals paramount: properly calibrating realizable pay with actual performance; balancing 
short-term performance risk with long-term retention needs; and balancing line of sight objectives 
with accountability for TSRs over the long run .

The first is the need to calibrate pay to performance . A lot of time is spent on setting target 
pay and target performance goals, but in almost all cases the results will be above or below the 
targets set . Pro forma realizable pay modeling can be used to predict the level of compensation 
that would actually be delivered to the executive for various levels of performance . That would 
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include a forward-looking view to what level of performance is required to max out under the 
plan, or the value to the executive, for example, for hitting a particular level of performance in year 
three . A realizable pay analysis also can reveal whether a performance-based plan is appropriately 
symmetrical (i .e ., that it offers a significant downside, as well as a big upside, in design and in 
practice) . Additionally, it can illustrate whether the rewards for incremental levels of success are 
fairly apportioned between management and shareholders .

There is a natural tension faced by committees in program design: balancing external pressures 
to tie virtually all of executive pay to short-term and intermediate performance, as measured by 
shareholder returns, with the need to grow and retain leadership talent over the long term . While a 
significant portion of those long-term pay opportunities can have some associated risk, companies 
have to retain talent through down periods in the business cycle and through trying periods 
of organizational change . Time-based equity and even retirement plans can play a role, but are 
likely to attract criticism that they insulate executives from the consequences of lagging current 
performance .

There is also a major philosophical issue in performance-based programs design: balancing 
line of sight with shareholder accountability . Most shareholders are impatient for current returns, 
trading in and out of specific equities in order to maximize their total portfolio returns . Directors 
are obligated to be more patient and focused on the long term, since they cannot trade in and out 
of executive talent at will . For many shareholders, company success is defined almost exclusively 
by TSR results . The most successful incentive plans, however, are often those that measure and 
reward performance against the underlying company strategies that create shareholder value . 
Committees must decide to what extent executives’ incentive payouts should be determined by an 
executive’s success in meeting goals within their control, versus rewards that directly reflect short 
and intermediate gains for shareholders .

Boards can meet these competing needs by blending the use of pay vehicles that recognize 
different dimensions and time frames of performance . For example, the value of time-based 
restricted stock and stock option awards aren’t necessarily a function of individual performance 
and, for better or worse, may be influenced by market trends not directly related to the company’s 
performance . Yet, shareholders like equity-based pay, it creates a direct linkage of executive and 
shareholder interests . Alternatively, basing payouts on performance relative to peers, or basing 
payouts on metrics other than share price, such as meeting key business plan objectives, can 
help retain and motivate highly valued executives during times when the stock market doesn’t 
necessarily reward their efforts . These non-equity incentives can really focus the management 
team’s priorities and drive performance, but the committee needs to be able to explain to 
shareholders how paying for these “interim” goals will ultimately create value for them as well .

Generally, it is more feasible for the committee to strictly observe the parameters of a 
performance plan in making payouts when a company’s leadership consists primarily of long-
serving, career-oriented managers willing to ride out the highs and lows of the business cycle . But 
top managers who are mostly outside hires are likely to lose patience in the face of multiple years 
of below-target payouts . If the board determines that retaining executives who made a best effort is 
a priority, it may need to allow for incentive payouts or retention awards outside the performance 
plan .
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Delivery 
The first rule of effective delivery is to follow the rules of the plans in place . Shareholders object to 
awards made in excess of those earned under plan rules, such as when discretion is used to reward 
executives when goals are not met . Participants object when they believe earned awards are not 
forthcoming because the committee got cold feet . Fair and consistent treatment on both the upside 
and downside is paramount in establishing continuing plan credibility . 

Nevertheless, the effectiveness of even the best designed and administered short- and long-
term incentive programs is easily undermined by poor communication to the board’s two major 
constituencies: shareholders and participants .  

Many directors and service providers continue to argue that compensation is an ordinary 
course of business decision that shouldn’t need to be defended to shareholders, which clearly is not 
the current reality . Yet we regularly see proxies and other disclosures that still rely on generalized 
boilerplate language or, at the other extreme, overly technical plan descriptions that are difficult 
to penetrate . Neither approach provides what shareholders need: a detailed but clear, direct, and 
persuasive account by directors of the underlying rationale for specific program choices .  

The compensation committee must demonstrate that executive pay is meaningfully aligned 
with investor gains over the long term—even if in the short run or in a given year, executives may 
appear to have gained at shareholder’s expense . Even the most cynical observers can be persuaded 
if what companies are saying is credible . Having said that, there is no question that directors should 
pick their battles: there is no justification for continuing to use highly controversial practices (such 
as gross ups for change-in-control excise taxes) that are of no practical value to the company and 
only infuriate shareholders .

Similarly, the effectiveness and internal credibility of incentive plans depends upon every 
participant being aware of exactly what level of performance is required of him or her for each 
level of reward . For years, companies have operated under the assumption that plan participants 
understand what they need to do to maximize results under the plans in which they participate . We 
find in talking to many plan participants that this is not the case . While this issue isn’t technically 
the board’s responsibility, members should question key managers about whether plan objectives 
and the paths to success are clearly understood .  

Managing executive compensation in today’s intensely competitive and public environment 
is challenging for both the board and management . Their goal should be to correctly diagnose 
the needs to be met by the program, ensure the resulting program properly balances competing 
objectives, and both delivers and effectively communicates the results . Such an approach will best 
position compensation committees to meet their fiduciary duty to provide rigorous oversight 
of pay programs that are effective over the long term and ultimately serve the best interests of 
shareholders .




